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HOMEDÉCOR
FUTURISTIC HOME: CHECK OUT THESE DESIGNS

Design will keep changing to suit the trends, tastes and functionality needs of buyers. We already see
it in mobile phones, keyboards and gaming consoles. These creative futuristic product designs are not
lost in our daily life: home furniture.
Featured are some futuristic furniture designs that could grace our homes in the not-so-distant future.
For some lucky homeowners, the future is already here. These four futuristic furniture designs are
something even the Starship Enterprise would be envious of. Beam me up Scotty!

THE ISLAND
Designed for Scholtes, by renowned Iraqi-born architect
Zaha Hadid, this futuristic design features a touchscreen
control panel, heating membranes, sound activators, aromatic scent dispensers, LED lights along with a multimedia
entertainment system that comes with a flat screen TV and
your very own Apple Mac mini.

ASTEROID LAMP
The Asteroid Indoor/Outdoor Lamp
designed by Koray Ozgen is a unique
space age lamp, which has 24 facets,
giving it an asteroid look and the
perfect one-of-a-kind lighting source
for your home.
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HIGH FIDELITY CANOPY
Designed by Edoardo Carlino, this
bed is the ultimate sleeper’s dream!
Shaped like a metallic box, this
elegant and visually stunning sleeping pod is a full-fledged multimedia
entertainment system. It includes
a reading lamp, a sound system,
game console, a HD projector and
blinds that enclose you. From the
comfort of your bed, you can control everything including your bed’s
movement.

CLOUD COUCH
Award winning designers David Koo and Zheng Yawei have
come up with this revolutionary concept design. Using magnetic
force the base will levitate a soft upper cushion. This physicsdefying couch could be the perfect place to drift off into dreamland after a long day at work.

